Let F be an arbitrary ordinary differential field1 of characteristic p^O, and let F{u\, • ■ • , w") be a differential extension field of F of degree of differential transcendency t. In [l, p. 189], we stated a theorem which, as far as wording is concerned, is analogous to a wellknown theorem of S. MacLane in ordinary algebra. This theorem of ours states that if F(u\, ■ ■ ■ , un)/F is separable, then some t of the Ui form a separating transcendency basis, i.e., for an appropriate relettering of the «,-, F(u\, • • • , «") is separable over F{ui, ■ ■ ■ , ut). The object of the present note is to establish the following stronger version of that theorem.2
Theorem.
If F{ui, • • • , un)/F is separable, then any transcendency basis of F(ui, ■ ■ ■ , un)/F is also a separating transcendency basis.
Proof. We first prove that any t of the «,• which form a transcendency basis also form a separating transcendency basis. The theorem will then follow for any transcendency basis Vi, ■ ■ ■ , vt since obviously we may include the Vj amongst the uF or t = 0, there is nothing to prove. Confining ourselves to transcendency bases selected from the «,-, the theorem is also immediate form if <2' = 0. Assume Q't*0: then as above we have P' = dP, Q' = dQ, tf£F, d^O. This yields a't=dai, whence any two ai have a constant ratio. Thus P = e 22aiiri^ Q=f ^fa^u where now the a,-, bt are in F0. Since P/Q and 22aiK\l 221°&"t are constants, so is e/f. Thus P/Q has the desired form. This completes the proof.
